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FABRIC

Revel in our variety of colors to match any space. Fabric is our most popular panel material option
and gives you the ability to use pushpins so you can customize your space with notes, art, pictures, and more.

Palette Collection
Solid Colors

Lime Green

Red

Cranberry

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Beige

Sea Green

Powder Blue

Cerulean

Papaya

Warm Pebble

Sand

Ocean

Slate

Blue Spruce

Coastal Collection
Variegated Colors

Cloud Gray

Charcoal Gray

Metro Collection
Tailored Look

Black

Caribbean

Strata Collection
Bi-color Weaves

Latte

Rye

Ribbed Fabric

(VersiPanel and VersiFold Acoustical Only)

Black

Gray

Blue

Mocha

POLYCARBONATE

Enjoy modern style and rugged durability from our polycarbonate panels.
With a full range of opacity, these spray-cleanable panels can withstand water, shock, and sunlight with ease.

Green

Blue

Opal

Light Gray

Clear Fluted

Dark Gray

CANVAS

A practical and economical solution, canvas is tough, lightweight and has a Class A fire rating.
Pair this with a sturdy frame and this is our most popular fabric for schools, classrooms and libraries where
durable is a must-have.

Black

Blue

Beige

Pewter

SOUNDSORB

Indulge in a divider that is also perfect for dampening sound and controlling excess
noise. SoundSorb panels are rated up to 0.60 NRC. Also, with a minimum of 50% post-consumer recycled PET, no
water waste in production, and no VOCs, this felted material is good for the planet and your space.

Marble Gray

Black

Blue

Dark Gray

Beige

LAMINATE

Elegant wood-look laminate is impact and scratch resistant as well as cleanable to keep it
beautiful and functional for years to come.

Carbon Ash

Gray Elm

Natural Maple

River Birch

Espresso Cherry

Urban Oak
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Our portable partitions are a versatile solution
for spaces of all sizes and shapes. We offer a
variety of products that open, collapse, and store
in a matter of minutes.
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Locking casters on each
end panel can be quickly
activated for stationary
use

Increase stability and
eliminate tripping hazards
with full-sized end panels

E

Industry leading 360° rotating
hinge option provides fullrange movement and nopinch rounded seams
Exclusive telescoping hinge
option keeps all panels in a
° HING
60
straight line regardless of
length

Acoustical fabric panel
options accept pushpins
for posting artwork or
signage

SoundSorb option provides
enhanced sound-dampening
and acoustics control
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ROOM
DIVIDERS

FEATURES

Lightweight aircraft
aluminum frames are
strong, durable and safer
than steel dividers

Panel frames
accommodate hooks
se
for screens or dry erase
boards
“Versatile & easy to use!
Able to move the divider, as
well as set up & break down
on my own. Highly recommend!”
-Anthony A.
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360° Rotating
Hinge
Wall-Mounted Option
Available

Custom
Printing Available
End Panels for
Stability

Room Divider 360 Folding Portable Partition
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Available in Fabric, Polycarbonate, SoundSorb, Laminate and Custom Print
Our flagship partition will provide you with unprecedented arrangement versatility. Each panel uses our industry
leading 360° rotating hinges to provide a full range of movement per panel unlike many outdated partitions
featuring limiting piano hinge designs that restrict movement. The Room Divider 360 will allow you to create
anything from straight lines, U shapes or C shapes. Link multiple units with Room Divider Locks (sold separately)
and get creative with your situation! The Room Divider 360 can even be custom printed with your own branding,
mascots, or artwork across the panels. We’re confident the Room Divider 360 offers the most versatility and will
be your do-it-all divider for any situation. The Room Divider 360 is available in a wide range of widths and heights
to suit almost any space.

IN G HIN

Sliding Hinges
Wall-Mounted Option
Available
End Panels for
Stability

StraightWall Sliding Portable Partition

Available in Fabric, Polycarbonate, SoundSorb and Laminate
Slide it out! Our StraightWall offers most of the same benefits as our flagship Room Divider 360 but with our
exclusive sliding hinges. This unique telescoping hinge design keeps each panel in a straight line at all times,
allowing the panels to be quickly and easily opened and closed in an orderly fashion. Your go-to if eﬃciency is your
top priority, the StraightWall makes a nice alternative to accordion doors or track-mounted partition systems. The
StraightWall comes in three widths and five heights to suit most situations.
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360° Rotating Hinge

Wall-Mounted Option
Available
Custom Printing
Available

QuickWall Folding Portable Partition
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Available in Fabric, Polycarbonate, SoundSorb, Laminate and Custom Printing
Our 3-panel Quick-Wall partitions are perfect impromptu space dividers for creating quick privacy in any area. This
wall-mounted, folding version uses our patented 360° rotating hinges with un-pinchable seams, allowing a full
range of movement for a variety of arrangement options. This made-in-the-USA divider has a fabric option that is
sound-dampening and pushpin-accepting for posting signage or other documents while the polycarbonate option
allows you to choose varying levels of translucency to allow light to pass through. Three heights available to
choose from. This divider comes with both feet and wheels for even more options in your home or oﬃce.

IN G HIN

Sliding Hinges
Wall-Mounted Option
Available
Locking Casters

QuickWall Sliding Portable Partition

Available in Fabric, Polycarbonate, SoundSorb and Laminate
Creating an instant partition wall is a breeze with our 3-panel Quick-Walls. These affordable room dividers include
many of our top-of-the-line features, such as our 360° and sliding hinges, sound-dampening acoustical panels,
lightweight aluminum frame and lockable casters. Perfect for instant use as a folding wall in apartments, homes,
schools and oﬃces. The 3-panel Quick-Wall Sliding is available in three heights.
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Custom Printing
Available

360° Rotating Hinge

Lightweight Tackable
Fabric Panels

Privacy Screen
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Available in Fabric, Polycarbonate, SoundSorb, Laminate and Custom Printing
Simple and eﬃcient, the Privacy Screen is a 3-panel folding privacy screen that is available in three different
heights. This portable partition includes our industry leading 360° rotating hinge with un-pinchable seams for use
in a variety of applications ranging from nursing stations and vaccination booths to small break areas and quiet
rest zones. In addition, with no feet or wheels to take up room, the Privacy Screen folds completely flat for easy
storage. Aluminum frame design ensures panels will not rub against each other when closed, allowing attached
artwork or signs to be transported without being removed.

IN G HIN

Folding or Sliding Flexible
Hinge System

Lightweight Aluminum
Frame

Wheels for Easy
Expansion

Customized Height
Available

Operable Wall (Wall-Mounted)

Available in Fabric
Looking for a modern revamp solution for a loft ceiling oﬃce or building? Try the Operable Wall partition that
can cover spaces of up to 12’ high and 19’2” long. This wall-mounted, floor-based sliding partition is a lowcost alternative to expensive track-mounted accordion door systems. The Operable Wall also allows H VAC to
flow freely and will not require building code permits for installation. The 2” acoustical panels are perfect for
dampening sound while the anodized aluminum frame offers maximum durability with a sleek, modern look. The
Operable Wall is available in four widths and three heights.
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360° Rotating Hinge

End Panels for
Stability

100% Polyester Canvas with
Class A Fire Rating

Wheels for Mobility

MP10 Economical Folding Portable Partition

° HING
60
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Available in Canvas
The MP10 is the most affordable and versatile divider on the market. Using our industry leading 360° rotating
hinges, there are a wealth of arrangement opportunities from “L” and “C” shapes to perfectly straight lines. The
lightweight yet heavy-duty frame is comprised of 16-gauge 1.25” round steel tubing with an industrial strength
powder coat finish is connected by rounded plastic corner joints for increased safety and sturdiness. The 3” nonmarking swivel ball bearing casters keep it easy to move and adjust. The MP10 comes in two widths and three
heights.

Lightweight Panels

360° Rotating Hinge

100% Polyester Canvas
with Class A Fire Rating

FP6 Economical Privacy Screen

Available in Canvas
The FP6 is a simple yet versatile 3-panel privacy partition measuring 6’ wide and 6’ high. This economical
partition features our patented 360° rotating hinges and is constructed of durable 16-gauge 1.25” round steel
tubing for strength and is connected by rounded plastic corner joints for enhanced stability and safety. Weighing
37 pounds, the FP6 can be folded down to only a 4 inch depth stack.
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Wheels for Mobility

Lightweight Panels

100% Polyester Canvas
with Class A Fire Rating

VP6 Rolling Economical Partition
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Available in Canvas
Light and easy to move into place, this room divider can be stored nestled next to one another to minimize storage
space. The VP6 is a single-panel room partition measuring 6’ x 6’ and has a frame constructed of heavy 16 gauge
1.25” round steel tubing connected by rounded plastic corner joints for safety. Ready to work on the move, it
comes with optional 3” non-marking swivel ball bearing casters.

ITIO

Lightweight Panels

2-position Stability Foot

100% Polyester Canvas
with Class A Fire Rating

VP4 Two-Position Economical Partition
Available in Canvas
For maximum versatility, use the VP4 horizontally or vertically without sacrificing stability. The VP4 is a singlepanel room partition measuring 4’ long x 6’ high that can be rotated 6’ long and 4’ high. The frame is constructed
of heavy 16 gauge 1.25” round steel tubing connected by rounded plastic corner joints for safety.
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In response to health and safety concerns
Versare has developed aesthetically simple
solutions to help businesses maintain social
distance as they continue to serve their
customers.

HEALTH
PROTECTION

FEATURES

Transparent or translucent
panel options to keep germs
out but allow light through

Helps to mitigate
airborne germs

Easily cleanable

FLOOR STANDING

COUNTERTOP

Light & durable aircraft
aluminum frame
construction

Portable so it will be there
just when you need it

Flame retardant
polycarbonate

“Finally a shield to help distance
me from customers at checkout I saw this on social media and my
boss bought one today!
THANK YOU” -Jeremiah
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Sliding Hinges

Easily Cleanable

Locking Casters

Flame Retardant
Polycarbonate

MediWall Sliding Partition

° HING
60
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Available in Opal or Clear Fluted Polycarbonate
The MediWall QuickWall Sliding Partition is a telescoping partition that expands up to 7’ long with three different
height options and includes our lockable casters for mobility and safety. Use the MediWall QuickWall as a
portable privacy screen for applications such as nursing stations, vaccination areas and impromptu meeting or
testing areas, and more.

360° Rotating Hinge

Flame Retardant
Polycarbonate

Easily Cleanable

MediWall Folding Partition
Available in Opal or Clear Fluted Polycarbonate
The 3-panel MediWall QuickWall Folding partition is perfect for an impromptu space divider to create quick privacy
in any area. This version uses our industry leading 360° rotating hinge allowing for a full range of movement for a
variety of arrangement options. Available 8’4” wide fully extended with three different height options. This divider
also comes with both feet and wheels to optimize it’s function in your home or oﬃce.
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Flame Retardant
Polycarbonate

360° Rotating Hinge

Easily Cleanable

MediWall Privacy Screen

Available in Opal or Clear Fluted Polycarbonate
The MediWall Privacy Screen is an easy to store, 3-panel room divider that boasts just a 4” deep stack when folded
for storage thanks to our industry leading 360° rotating hinge. When expanded it provides portable privacy for a
variety of needs including nursing stations, vaccination areas and more. The MediWall Privacy Screen covers a
length of 7’6” wide with three different height options available.

Lightweight & Durable
Aircraft Aluminum Frame

Easily Cleanable

Locking Casters

Flame Retardant
Polycarbonate

MediWall Portable Divider

Available in Clear, Frosted, Clear Fluted or Opal polycarbonate
The MediWall Portable Divider is the big brother to our Floor Screen Panel. It offers a great solution to help
prevent the spread of disease in any space that requires separation of individuals and allocation of space with two
wider width options. This divider stands 6’ high and comes in either 4’ or 6’ wide. It also comes with 18” support
feet for stability and includes our locking casters for easy mobility.
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Lightweight Panel

Easily Cleanable

Portable

Flame Retardant
Polycarbonate

MediPanel

Available in Clear Fluted Polycarbonate
The MediPanel is our narrowest floor standing partition that offers a great solution to help prevent the spread of
disease in any space that requires separation of individuals and allocation of space. This divider stands 6’ high
and 34” wide with 18” support feet for stability. Locking casters are also available (adds 4” to the overall height).

Easily Cleanable

Lightweight Panel

Portable

MediPanel Countertop Screen

Flame Retardant
Polycarbonate

Available in Clear, Frosted or Clear Fluted polycarbonate
The Countertop Panel has been created to provide comfort and relief for employees and their customers by
helping to prevent the spread of disease during direct interaction in close proximity. This partition is available in
three panel transparencies for varying degrees of privacy while allowing light to come through. The Countertop
Panel stands 32 1/2” high (which includes a 6” pass through window between the feet) and comes in three width
options.
10
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360° Rotating Hinge

Easily Cleanable

Portable

Adjustable Feet

ClearView Folding Countertop Screen
Available in Clear Polycarbonate
The Countertop Screen is a 6’8” w x 3’ h polycarbonate panel that forms a shield to help prevent the direct physical
and airborne spread of germs. The panel transparency allows for items to be scanned at checkout through the
screen, preventing the physical contact needed to transfer products. The credit card terminal can be placed on the
customer’s side of the partition while keeping the register on the employee’s side, providing additional safety. An
opening at the bottom of the partition allows for the transfer of small items, papers, or payment for transactions.
The Window model features an 8¼” w x 13¾” h opening for most point of sale situations.

Easily Cleanable

Lightweight Panel

Portable

ClearView Countertop Sneeze Shield
Available in Clear polycarbonate
The Countertop Shield is our smallest and lightest barrier option. At only 23” w x 32” h or 33” w x 29” h it fits
in smaller spaces to assure your employees and customers that you have taken the steps to prevent the direct
physical and airborne spread of germs. The clear polycarbonate panel allows items to be scanned at checkout
through the screen, preventing the physical contact needed to transfer products. An opening between the feet at
the bottom of the partition allows for the transfer of small items. The open lower window measures 6” high.
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CUBICLES &
WORKSTATIONS

Weather you need an individual work station,
small meeting space, or an entire cubicle grid,
our cubicles & workstations have you covered.

FEATURES

Panel frames accommodate
hooks for coats or dry erase
boards
“Nice looking, easy to
assemble and reconfigure,
professional appearance.”
-Chris P.

Fabric panel options
accept pushpins for
posting artwork or signage

3

Industry leading 360° rotating
hinges on Work Stations
provides full-range movement
and no-pinch rounded seams Optional locking casters
on Work Station panels
° HING
0
can
be quickly activated
6
for stationary use
E

The customizable Hush
Panel configuration is
simple to add on panels as
you grow
Toolless assembly on our
Hush Panels makes for
quick set up and flexibility
when you’re ready to add on

Lightweight aircraft
aluminum frames are strong
and durable
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Transparent or fabric upper
panel options to customize
your work space

Toolless Assembly

Lightweight & Durable
Aircraft Aluminum Frame

Customizable
Configuration

Upper Window
Option for Light

Hush Panels Configurable Cubicle Partition
Available in Fabric with Polycarbonate Window Options
Our Hush Panel Configurable Cubicle Partition is a toolless, fully-customizable, modern oﬃce workstation solution
that provides unlimited possibilities for designing & constructing oﬃce cubicles or work areas for your employees.
Our thick, 2” wide, sound-dampening acoustical panels connect to silver, 4-sided anodized aluminum posts, with
up to 4 panels being able to attach to one post. The stylish acoustical fabric panels are lightweight, durable,
sound-dampening and tackable, making them perfect for impromptu workstations or study areas.

NEW!
Channel for Electric
Wiring or Cord Control

Lightweight & Durable
Aircraft Aluminum Frame

Customizable
Configuration

Upper Window Option
for Light

Hush Panel Electric
Available in Fabric with Polycarbonate Window Options
The Hush Panel Configurable Cubicle system is now available with integrated electric and network cable channels!
Engineered to allow you to mix and match standard Hush Panels with our Hush Panel Electric, it’s easy to upgrade
existing custom builds. Openings are compatible with a standard, low-profile, electric box or make use of it’s
hollow channel to run an extension cord or as multi-cord management.
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Upper Window Option
for Light

Lightweight & Durable
Aircraft Aluminum Frame

Portable

Locking Casters

Hush Screen Portable Partition
Available in Fabric with Polycarbonate Window Options
The Hush Screen is the perfect portable oﬃce divider. It’s caster design allows it to sit flush against a flat surface,
making it ideal for turning any wall into a number of impromptu cubicles. The fabric panels are also fully-tackable
on both sides, making this an ideal privacy screen for shared oﬃce cubicles, work stations, or as a portable
art wall. Standing tall at 6’, the Hush Screen is available in three widths. The Hush Screen can be seamlessly
integrated with our popular Hush Panel Configurable Cubicle Partition for an infinite possibility of arrangements.

Compatible with
Whiteboard Markers

Lightweight & Durable
Aircraft Aluminum Frame

Magnetic

Locking Casters

DivideWrite Portable Whiteboard Partition
Available in Fabric with Polycarbonate Window Options
The DivideWrite is a portable whiteboard that allows you to take your notes on the go. Perfect for presentations
or as a cubicle divider, the DivideWrite uses a magnetic, double-sided dry erase board mounted atop one of our 2”
thick acoustical panels, allowing the unit to double as a privacy partition. Casters are easily locked and unlocked
for stationary or portable use. The DivideWrite is 6’ tall and available in three widths.
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360° Rotating Hinge

Lightweight Tackable
Fabric Panels

Portable

Custom Printing
Available

Folding Tabletop Display

° HING
60

E
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Available in Fabric, Polycarbonate and Laminate
Our Tabletop Display is a 3-panel folding desktop partition that works perfectly as an exam divider or trade show
display. The sound-dampening acoustical panels are fully tackable, allowing literature or art to be prominently
displayed. The Tabletop Display comes in two width options and two height options - perfect for displaying at
trade shows or as a school exam divider. The aluminum frame is lightweight and durable, and the panels are
available in a wide variety of colors

Upper Window Option
for Light

360° Rotating Hinge

Lightweight Aluminum
Frame

Work Station Screen
Available in Fabric or Laminate with Polycarbonate Window Options
These lightweight, flexible privacy screens provide a low-cost way to create professional-looking oﬃce
workstations. Work Station Screens are available in 1, 2, and 3-panel configurations – allowing quick
customization to any space, and come with feet and wheels for optimal use in your working environment. Each
individual panel measures 70’’ high, 33’’ wide, with a clear window option for visibility. All three configurations are
self-supported, requiring no additional hardware. Wall attachment and desk support is not needed. The 2 and
3-panel configurations use our industry leading 360° rotating hinge.
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Magnetic Unit-to-Unit
Connectors

Acoustical Ribbed
Fabric

Easy Storage with
Fold-Up Design

VersiFold Acoustical Room Divider
Available in Ribbed Fabric
Our VersiFold Acoustical Divider is a folding acoustical divider that dampens sound as it separates space. Each
partition panel uses a fully-tackable, acoustical ribbed fabric over a heavy foam core. Set up the VersiFold in a zigzag pattern, or combine with the optional VersiFoot accessories to create either “L” or “C” shapes. Each unit has
side magnets that allow multiple VersiFolds to be interconnected. Unlike our other room dividers, these acoustical
partitions meet the floor directly from end to end, keeping sound confined from other areas.

Magnetic Unit-to-Unit
Connectors

Acoustical Ribbed
Fabric

Easy Storage With
Roll-Up Design

VersiPanel Acoustical Partition Wall
Available in Fabric with Polycarbonate Window Options
If sound-dampening is a priority, our VersiPanel is a great place to start. This portable partition wall is constructed
with acoustical ribbed fabric and a heavy foam core. VersiPanel is a popular studio partition or oﬃce divider
due to its superior sound-dampening capabilities and attractive looks. Unlike other partition walls, the VersiPanel
meets the floor directly from end to end, keeping sound confined. Constructed of multiple small panels, the
VersiPanel may be arranged in a serpentine “S” shape, or add a couple optional VersiFoot accessories to create
“C” or “L” shapes, which are often used for setting up recording or testing spaces.
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Separate yourself from the hustle and bustle
of the outside world. Whether you’re on a city
rooftop or you need a space to do your daily
routine away from neighbors, let the feeling of
seclusion give you that break you need.

OUTDOOR

FEATURES

Mix-and-match with
coordinating pieces
Waterproof and UV
resistant

Easily cleanable

“Works Great for Privacy.
Great privacy screen.
Very light and easy to
move around.” -Kim
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Waterproof & UV
Resistant

Easily Cleanable

Mix-and-Match With
Coordinating Pieces

Folding Outdoor Wicker Partition
Available in Brown Wicker
Our Folding Wicker Partition will fit in with almost any outdoor area without looking out of place or drawing
attention away from the natural surroundings. This heavy-duty privacy screen is built to last and can survive tough
weather conditions. The Folding Wicker Partition includes a mounting hole within the welded support foot, in case
added stability is desired. The stainless steel frame’s swivel joints allow the partition to be fully closed into a flat
position or fully extended to 90” when floor-mounted. The Folding Wicker Partition is 6’ high and comes in 6’ or
10’ widths.

Easily Cleanable

Waterproof & UV
Resistant

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Single Panel Outdoor Wicker Partition

Available in Brown Wicker
Lightweight and easily transportable, the Outdoor Wicker Partition is an attractive wicker partition that lends
greater versatility to creating outdoor or indoor arrangements. Conceal unsightly objects such as pool pumps or
trash bins with this stylish wicker screen. The densely-woven wicker is designed durable enough to withstand the
elements. This wicker partition’s panel is supported by two heavy gage square aluminum posts. Each post has
a 24’’ long arched foot that is welded to the vertical post, then powder coated. The arched foot can be staked in
position if desired.
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Easily Cleanable

Waterproof & UV
Resistant

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Wicker Flower Pot Partition
Available in Brown Wicker
Easy to move and arrange, these stylish Flower Pots not only add elegance to your area, but also lends greater
versatility to creating outdoor arrangements. This multi functional product can provide privacy from eyes of
strangers and neighbors on your patio, deck, balcony, porch, poolside or conceal unsightly objects such as pool
pumps or trash bins. These botanical friendly privacy walls are available in three heights: 2’, 2’8”, 3’4” and a width
of 27.5”.

Waterproof & UV
Resistant

Easily Cleanable

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Single Panel Outdoor Privacy Screen
Available in Stone or Brown Polyester
Our stylish Single Panel Outdoor Privacy Screen not only adds elegance to your area, but also lends greater
versatility to creating outdoor or indoor arrangements. This multi functional woven screen can provide privacy from
eyes of strangers and neighbors on your patio, deck, balcony, porch and poolside. The woven polyester and olefin
outdoor fabrics are durable, and have 1000-1500 light hours of UV resistance. The screen is made for all seasons.
Rest assured you are receiving the highest quality privacy screen at the most affordable price. Available 4’ wide and
in two heights.
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Easily Cleanable

Waterproof &UV
Resistant

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Folding Outdoor Privacy Screen
Available in Stone Polyester
Lightweight and easily transportable, this stylish Folding Outdoor Privacy Screen not only adds elegance to your
area, but also lends greater versatility to creating outdoor or indoor arrangements. The screen is made for all
seasons. Rest assured you are receiving the highest quality privacy screen at the most affordable price. This
woven polyester Folding Outdoor Privacy Screen is available in three or five panel layouts. The stainless steel
frame’s swivel joints allow for varying arrangements, such as fully closed into a flat position or fully extended
when floor-mounted.

“Our backyard is open to
a lot of our neighbors so
this worked perfect for
our backyard deck.” -Kim
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Finally, a stylish way to control acoustics in
any space. From sound studios, to offices to
restaurants, we’ve got you covered.

SOUNDSORB
ACOUSTIC

FEATURES
SoundSorb is colorfast so
color won’t fade or change
color
Rated up to 0.60 NRC for
sound absorption

Eco-friendly production.
No wastewater, emissions
or adhesive in production

50%

UP TO

N

D

0.60
R

SoundSorb contains at least
50% post-consumer recycled
material

C R ATE

FLOOR STANDING

COUNTERTOP

VOC
Mix-and-match with
coordinating pieces
SoundSorb is lightweight
and easy to relocate

Class A fire rated
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This recycled material is
solvent free and has
no VOCs

“Works great in
my studio and
controls sound
well. Easy to move
around too!” -Kim

50%
Sound Absorbing

At Least 50% Post-Consumer
Recycled Material

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Portable

SoundSorb VersiPanel
Available in SoundSorb
If sound-dampening is a priority, our new SoundSorb Acoustical Partition Wall is a great place to start. This
portable partition wall is constructed with high-density rigid polyester. Available in four stylish colors, the
SoundSorb Acoustical Partition Wall is a popular studio partition or oﬃce divider due to its superior sounddampening capabilities and attractive looks. Unlike other partition walls, this one meets the floor directly from end
to end, keeping sound confined. Please note, the SoundSorb VersiPanel does not require a VersiFoot stabilizer.
The SoundSorb Acoustical Partition Wall can be easily folded flat for easy storage.

50%
Sound Absorbing

At Least 50% Post-Consumer
Recycled Material

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Toolless Assembly

SoundSorb Desktop Privacy Panels
Available in SoundSorb
Need a little workstation privacy? Available in several sizes, SoundSorb Desktop Panels can accommodate just
about any desk or table style. The included mounting brackets quick-attach to the underside edge of your desk
or tabletop (your desk must have a lip or edge for the bracket to properly clip). Separate a table into multiple
workstations to create an impromptu call center, or divide shared cubicle spaces elegantly.
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NEW!

50%

SHAPES
Sound Absorbing

At Least 50% Post-Consumer
Recycled Material

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Wall-Mounted SoundSorb Acoustic Panels
Available in SoundSorb
With over 20 unique shapes, designs and sizes our SoundSorb Acoustic Wall shapes can control excess room
noise while creating a visually appealing design. Perfect for board rooms, oﬃces, studios, theaters, schools
and more, these acoustical panels will stay out of your way while minimizing excess noise. With multiple colors,
shapes and sizes, these effective and light weight acoustical panels will provide an attractive and modern look to
your space.

NEW!

50%
At Least 50% PostConsumer Recycled Material

Sound Absorbing

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Wall-Mounted SoundSorb Acoustic Panels with Standoffs
Available in SoundSorb
For our larger wall-mounted SoundSorb acoustic panels, we provide standoff-mounted hardware for controlling
excess room noise. These wall panels are also extremely lightweight, fire resistant, mold-resistant and
environmentally friendly. With all these features you can’t go wrong! Great for oﬃces, schools, theaters, studios
and more.
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NEW!

50%
At Least 50% PostConsumer Recycled
Material

Sound Absorbing

Mix-and-Match With
Coordinating Pieces

SoundSorb Canopy Panels
Available in SoundSorb
Just like the Acoustic Baﬄes, SoundSorb Canopy Panels are soft, yet strong recycled PET that is durable and has
great acoustical performance. These ceiling-hung panels are also extremely lightweight, fire resistant and moldproof. Our unique hanging system is a snap to install and level to quickly help you get excess room noise under
control.

50%
Sound Absorbing

At Least 50% PostConsumer Recycled Material

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

Portable

SoundSorb Tri-Fold Desktop Privacy Panels
Available in SoundSorb
Turn your dining table or open oﬃce into an individual work area. As one continuous piece of acoustic highdensity polyester, the Tri-Fold panel can be folded down for easy storage and it’s tackable so you can customize
with notes or to-do. The “living hinges” that can only be created by our SoundSorb material and pass through for
cords help make this a durable and convenient choice. With two size options the Tri-Fold can accommodate a
large multi-person table down to a school-sized student desk.
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50%
At Least 50% PostConsumer Recycled Material

Sound Absorbing

Mix-and-Match with
Coordinating Pieces

SoundSorb Acoustic Baffles

Available in SoundSorb
SoundSorb acoustic baﬄes come in a several shapes and sizes to allow you to create your own visually pleasing
design while controlling excess room noise. These ceiling-hung panels are also extremely lightweight, fire
resistant, mold-resistant and environmentally friendly. With all these features you can’t go wrong! Great for
oﬃces, schools, theaters, studios and more.

50%
Sound Absorbing

At Least 50% PostConsumer Recycled Material

Mix-and-Match With
Coordinating Pieces

Portable

SoundSorb X-Fit Desktop Privacy Panels
Available in SoundSorb
These SoundSorb X-Fit Desktop Panels will help provide enhanced focus and productivity in any space for up to
four people at one table. Customize it by using it’s tackable surface to pin up notes or daily to-dos. The unique
split lock connecting design of the X-Fit panel is created from two pieces of acoustic high-density polyester. No
brackets are required.
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INDUSTRIAL

Made to last, affordable and easy to use.
Versare’s portable security barricades are a great
safety solution for your business or organization.

FEATURES
Hard working equipment
making public spaces safer

Wheels for easy
transport

Collapsible for storage

Expandable while in use

“I needed a gate for
a small warehouse to secure
an area when the forklift is
in use. It’s light and easy to
move.”
-Rashad T.
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Easily cleanable
materials

Cart with Wheels
Included for Mobility

Unit to Unit
Connectors

Expandable Gate

Portable

Block-N-Roll Portable Folding Gate
Available in Yellow
The Block-N-Roll is a mobile folding barrier 48” high that can be expanded up to 22 ft. This highly-visible security
fence is basically two of our popular Protector portable fences aﬃxed to a rolling cart for maximum portability and
storage. Made of high-quality powder coat steel, the Block-N-Roll is a perfect portable fence for crowd control.
Only a compact 20” wide when collapsed for storage.

Locking Casters

Wall-Mounted

Expandable Fence

Lock-N-Block Collapsible Security Gate

Available in Black or Silver
The Lock-N-Block is a portable, wall-mounted security fence that can be quickly collapsed or expanded and
locked. This divider has has extra-wide 28” caster bases for added stability, and 3” locking casters for easy
transportation and smooth opening and closing over any surface. Rolling caster bases can be locked together (to
prohibit unintentional opening) and allow the unit to easily be moved from one location to another. Tubular steel
cross braces reduce pinch points over competitors’ models. Two wall-mounted lock plates are included with each
Lock-N-Block room divider.
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Optional Coat Rack
Hooks Included

Locking Casters

Collapsible for Storage

Portable Folding Coat Rack
Available in Black
Perfect for coats, hats, costumes, and other garments, our portable coat racks collapse easily with the simple pull
of a lever. The high-quality steel construction is durable yet lightweight enough to easily roll the rack from room
to room. Four robust 3” locking casters allow the coat rack to roll smoothly, while providing a wide base for added
stability. The rubber casters provide easy transportation and smooth opening and closing over any surface, from
carpet to wood. In the folded position, our Portable Coat Racks can be locked to prevent opening for no-hassle
storage. Available in three sizes and up to 144 coats using both the bars and hooks.

Bullet Resistant

Locking Casters for
Stationary Use

End Panels for Stability

The Bullet Resistant Portable Shield Partition
Available in Fabric
The Versare Portable Shield Partition is available in 24 colors and is designed to resemble portable room dividers
already found in classrooms. This bullet resistant partition can be easily stored with a collapsed width of 33” and
just as easily setup to its max width of 19’ 9” in just seconds providing an instant protective shield with minimum
deployment time. Each Portable Shield Partition is custom made to order and requires testing to meet the
National Institute of Justice standards. Please expect delivery within 4-8 weeks from when your order is placed.
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For a full office solution Versare is now stocking
Furnishings. Made to last, affordable and easy
to use. Our office products are now a one stop
shop.

Hard working equipment
making your job easier

Wheels when possible
for easy transport
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FURNISHINGS

FEATURES
Easily cleanable
materials

NEW!
Easily Cleanable

Wheels Included for
Mobility

Raise and Lower

Office Chair
Available in Black
Sit in comfort and style with this oﬃce chair equipped with a sturdy 360° swivel allowing you to turn at any point.
Including a gas shock lifting mechanism to get you at the right height for your desk. Padded arms, seat and a
comfortable backrest will make the work day go by quick.

NEW!
Raise and Lower

Easily Cleanable

VersiDesk
Available in Honey Wood Grain and Silver Base
The VersiDesk can help transform your boring oﬃce into an adaptable workspace. Effortlessly achieve the perfect
sit/stand balance by raising and lowering your desk to a desired height. Switching between standing and sitting
throughout the workday provides benefits to the body as the day wears on. With high-end material selections,
this electric standing desk allows for a maximum weight capacity of 220lbs. The VersiDesk can hold your daily
accessories such as computers, monitors, keyboards, oﬃce supplies and much more.
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NEW!
Easily Cleanable

Locking Casters

Quality Built

Rolling Cabinet
Available in Silver
The rolling cabinet is equipped with 3 pullout drawers allowing you to store oﬃce supplies, documents and more.
Equipped with keys to lock your personal belongings and work-related items securely and safely for peace of mind.
With locking casters on the bottom of every corner, the rolling cabinet can be moved around your workspace with
ease. Center wheel located underneath the bottom drawer allows for stability when fully loaded.
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Versare Solutions, LLC
3236 California St. NE • Minneapolis, MN 55418
855-647-6909 • sales@versare.com
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